MetaCore, a Cortellis solution

Analyze molecular pathways and accelerate discovery research

Successful drug development requires an understanding of the impact of drug discovery, using comprehensive resources for data collection and analysis. MetaCore, a Cortellis tool, helps researchers identify new drugs by delivering high-quality biological systems content.

Understand normal phenotypes, disease states and your drug’s potential impact

“Biologists… are using MetaCore… almost daily… to run their analysis, freeing up bioinformaticians to focus on other projects.”

Senior Researcher at Fiocruz

Unlock the hidden insights in data

Rapidly generate and validate hypotheses for novel biomarkers, targets and mechanisms of action and drive forward drug development. MetaCore helps you conduct sophisticated, integrated pathway and network analysis of multi-omics data across previous research. Compare your data with similar research to determine which targets and drugs will have the best chance of success.

Make better decisions and accelerate innovation

Contact a representative to learn how MetaCore can accelerate innovation for your organization, or visit clarivate.com/cortellis